We present a complete axiomatisation for four-valued sequential logic. It consists of nine axioms, from which all valid laws can be derived by equational reasoning. These nine axioms are independent of each other.
Introduction
This paper presents a complete algebraic axiomatisation for four-valued sequential logic. 'Sequential' means that arguments are evaluated from left to right, until an answer can be obtained. This models the 'short-cutting' semantics of connectives in programming languages.
Related work. Three-valued sequential logic is due to McCarthy [10] . In [4] four truth-values are introduced: true, false, mistake and divergent. The purpose of introducing these four values is to distinguish between computation errors, both in specification and programming. Several four-valued logics arise by restricting the set of connectives. In the nomenclature of [4] , four-valued sequential logic is characterised as Σ 4 (¬ , ∧ b , ∨ b ). An axiomatisation of this system has not been published before.
In [5] it is examined whether four-valued sequential logic can serve as a basis for data type specifications. That application motivates and justifies the metamathematical study of four-valued logics. Our complete axiomatisation can also itself be viewed as an ω-complete data type specification, see [8] , which is quite different in nature than a Gentzen-style deduction system as in [2] . We refer to [4] for an introduction to three-and four-valued logic and also for further references.
In [7] a complete axiomatisation is given for McCarthy's system. Completeness is obtained by characterizing all algebras satisfying the axioms. The completeness proof for the axiomatisation of the four-valued system that we give is quite different. Our proof yields a systematic method to prove each valid formula from the axioms.
In [12] a complete proof system for full four-valued logic is provided, consisting of 25 equations. It is based on the functionally complete set of connectives ∨ b , ∧ and ↓, with ¬ as a complex defined operation. Our result concerns a simpler axiomatisation for a simpler logic, and consequently has a simpler completeness proof as well. It is unlikely that our completeness result follows from [12] .
Belnap [3] introduced a four-valued logic with a different purpose; we shortly discuss it in Section 4. A functionally complete version has been studied, with eight sublogics [2, Theorem 14] , all including a non-monotonic form of implication. Our sequential 4-valued logic has only monotonic operators and is strictly less expressive than all eight, according to the conditions of that theorem.
Contribution. In this paper, we provide a complete finite equational axiomatisation of a sequential logic with four values, solving a question posed in [4] . Moreover, we show that its nine axioms are independent, so in some sense our axiomatisation is minimal. This finally solves an open question posed in [6] . There an additional axiom of left-distributivity was provided, but its independence could not be established, nor its derivability from the other axioms. The latter fact has now been established by the use of an automated theorem prover. This finally finishes off the result from 1996, and justifies (at least according to the second author) publication in this Festschrift.
Four-valued Sequential Logic
Following [4] we extend the usual truth values t and f (for true and false) with two other constants d and m, modeling a diverging computation and an error-situation (i.e. a mistake has been made and there is no point in going on). The difference between d and m can be illustrated by the following equations for conjunction (see Table 1 for the complete definition). The first equation shows that a divergent computation may be circumvented, because the final result will be f in any case. In the second case, a mistake has been made, and this has to be reported. Conjunction behaves strict w.r.t. m, but non-strict w.r.t. d.
As the first equation reveals, conjunction needs a parallel computation. If one of the arguments can be evaluated to false, a diverging computation in the other argument must be avoided. The definedness operator (↓) is not computable at all (in a plausible model of computation). By definition, ↓ X = f when X = d or X = m and ↓ X = t otherwise. Intuitively, we cannot know whether an ongoing computation of X will diverge, or result in an answer eventually.
It is also possible to study sequential connectives. Here the computation starts on the left and terminates as soon as an answer can be given. We write ∧ b for the left sequential conjunction (also known as 'conditional and'). See Table 2 for the definition. Here a mistake is not always reported. Some typical equations are:
The system that extends the truth values {t, f , m, d} with the connectives o 1 , . . . , o n is denoted by Σ 4 (o 1 , . . . , o n ). In [4] it is proved that the system Σ 4 (¬ , ∧ , ↓ , ∧ b ) is truth-functionally complete. This means that every fourvalued function can be expressed in terms of the truth values, combined with negation, conjunction, definedness and the left sequential conjunction.
In this paper we focus on Σ 4 (¬ , ∧ b , ∨ b ), the system of strongly sequential truth functions. Although ∨ b can be defined from ∧ b and ¬ in the usual way, we incorporate it in the language. Table 2 contains the truth tables for the sequential connectives.
In this system, several classical principles are lacking. We mention commutativity of ∧ b and right-distributivity. In Table 3 we list 9 laws that hold in
. These laws are self explaining, except the last which expresses a valid variant of right-distributivity. We claim that all other valid laws can be derived from these 9. So Table 3 gives a complete axiomatisation of Σ 4 (¬ , ∧ b , ∨ b ). This claim is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we show that each of the laws (1)- (9) are independent of the other laws.
A Complete Axiomatisation of Σ
We write P , Q for arbitrary open terms over
). X and Y are arbitrary variables, while b, c range over the four constants. With P [X := c], we will denote the term P , with all occurrences of X replaced by c. We write
With P = Q, we denote that P = Q is derivable with equational logic, using laws (1)-(9) of Table 3 . ( Derived from: Proposition 1. For all P and Q, if P = Q then P = Q.
Proof. Laws (1)- (9) can be checked straightforwardly. This gives the required result.
The dual of a term is obtained by interchanging all occurrences of t with f , and ∧ b with ∨ b .
Lemma 2. For all P and Q, if P = Q then also P dual = Q dual .
Proof. By (4) it suffices to prove ¬¬P dual = ¬¬Q dual . Using (1)- (4) and (7), the second ¬ can be pushed inside step by step. Eventually, an instance of ¬P = ¬Q is obtained (with all variables X replaced by ¬X), which can be derived since by assumption P = Q.
In the sequel, we will denote the use of the dual of a derived law by the postfix d. E.g. (5d) is the dual of (5):
Lemma 3. Laws (10)-(19) from Table 4 are derivable from (1)- (9):
13. First, we prove the auxiliary identity (*):
Next we prove 13:
= Z. Now using (1), the required result follows.
Similar to (18), but now using (2).

Lemma 4. Every closed term is provably equal to t, f , d or m.
Proof. This is proved by term induction. In case of a negation, (1), (2), (3) and (3d) is used. In case of conjunction we use (5), (6), (18) and (19). Disjunction is the dual of conjunction.
Lemma 5. Every term P is either provably equal to a closed term, or it is provably equal to (X ∨ b P 1 ) ∧ b P 2 , for some variable X and terms P 1 and P 2 . Moreover, X and the variables occurring in P 1 and P 2 also occur in P .
Proof. The lemma is proved with induction on P :
Case c: Constants are clearly closed.
Case X: By (10d) and (10)
Case ¬P : If P is provably closed, then ¬P is provably closed too. Otherwise, we obtain:
which is of the required format.
Case P ∧ b Q: If P is provably closed, then by Lemma 4, it is provably equal to t, f , d or m. Then P ∧ b Q is either provably closed, or provably equal to Q. In the latter case the induction hypothesis for Q yields the required format.
If P is not provably closed, then by the induction hypothesis for P , we obtain P 1 and
Using (8) this can be brought in the required form.
The case that P is provably closed is similar to ∧ b . Otherwise, we find P 1 and P 2 by induction hypothesis for P , such that
which is of the required form.
Lemma 6. For any term P and variable X, we have
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that P is built from constants, variables and negated variables, using the connectives ∧ b and ∨ b . Using (1)-(4) and (7) (including their duals), we can write each term in such a form. The lemma is then proved with induction on P : Case ¬X: use (13,12,3) for (a); use (14,10,3d) to obtain (b).
Case P ∧ b Q: Use (17) and the induction hypothesis for P and Q.
Case P ∨ b Q: Use (16) and the induction hypothesis for P and Q.
Theorem 7. Axioms (1)- (9) form a complete axiomatisation for
Proof. Assume P = Q. We prove P = Q by induction on the number of different variables occurring in this equation. By Lemma 5, we have that either (a) P is provably closed; or
Similarly, we obtain that either (c) Q is provably closed; or
By Lemma 4, each provably closed term is provably equal to t, f , d or m. We first prove that case (a) and (d) cannot occur both, for assume (a) and (d). Then P = c, where c is one of the constants. By soundness, P = c and • (a) and (c) hold (this includes the base of the induction). In this case P = b and Q = c, for some constants b and c. Using soundness and the assumption that P = Q, we obtain b ≡ c, so P = Q.
• (b) and (d) hold. In this case X ≡ Y , for otherwise we could substitute d for X and m for Y , implying (via 18,18d,19,19d and soundness) m = d.
. Then using (9), we have
. By Lemma 6 we have
. In a similar way we can find Q 1 and
Using P = Q and soundness and taking X = t, we find P 2 = Q 2 . Taking X = f , we find P 1 = Q 1 . Now by induction hypothesis, P 1 = Q 1 and P 2 = Q 2 . By equational logic, we find P = Q. Use of tools. In [6] , the proofs of law (13) and (16) were much simpler, based on the axiom of left-distributivity (here law 16). Actually, the current proofs were found with help of the automated theorem prover Prover9, 1 a successor of Otter [11] , and its companion Mace4 for finding finite counterexample models. Although this prover finds proofs by paramodulation within seconds, it still took several days to manually transform them to straight proofs in equational logic, and to introduce suitable intermediate lemmas.
Alternatives. The reader might wonder why in law (9) the disjuncts seem to be reordered. Indeed, the alternative rule (9b) from Table 5 is valid as well. However, replacing rule (9) by (9b) doesn't yield a complete axiomatisation. Apparently, some form of commutativity is needed as well. We claim that replacing (9) by (9b+11) or even by (9b+13) both yield a complete axiomatisation. This is readily checked by deriving law (9) from them. Eventually, the question which minimal set of axioms to choose as a basis is a matter of taste.
Belnap's four-valued logic. Belnap [3] introduced four-valued logic, with the purpose to reason about incomplete (none) and inconsistent (both) information from different sources. Linking d to none and m to both, our values are based on the same information lattice as his: d < f , t < m. Belnap's conjunction and disjunction are the meet and join in a single logical lattice f < d, m < t.
Our purpose is to study errors in specification and programming. We distinguish errors which may be avoided (e.g. divergence d) and errors that should be reported (e.g. mistakes m). Our four-valued logic is not based on a bilattice: As we want to be strict in m, our parallel conjunction can be viewed as the meet in the logical lattice m < f < d < t, while our parallel disjunction corresponds to the join in the different lattice f < d < t < m.
Concluding, we study how we might think about computing rather than how computers should think.
